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In the Plug this week:  

I am still looking for a volunteer to take over the Bath Plug. If you are interested, even if
just to keep it going on a fortnightly or monthly basis, then please get in touch. In the
meantime I'm hoping to keep a basic Plug going occasionally - so please continue to send
in content, and apologies if there's a delay in it finally making it into an issue. I'm going to
keep the Plug mainly to race reports or other items of interest for now, and leave any club
news/updates etc to the official email updates sent out by Lynsay.  

Anyway - below are race reports from Cath (White Horse 50) and from Di on the Swindon
Open Meeting - thanks to both for sending these in!  

Tom Davies 
(Plug Editor).

Bath Plug Editor - volunteer!  
By Thomas Davies  

As I mentioned in the last issue, I am stepping down as editor of the Bath Plug, and it is
time for someone else to take charge and lead the Plug forward. Read on for an idea of
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what is involved, and please do get in touch if you think you might be able to help! 

It has been fun being the editor, and a great way to keep up-to-speed with club news and
results. The Plug has a long history going back to the paper copies first started by Ray
Brigden, and it has been a privilege to continue that legacy for a short time. 

Increasingly communication amongst members also takes place via the facebook group
and various WhatsApp chats, but the Plug reaches the widest community of members. It
also allows provides a record of club activities/competitions, allows past members to keep
in touch with recent club news, and uniquely ties together both the T&F and the
Endurance halves of the club. Having spoken to the club trustess, I am reassured that
they share these views and are keen to see the Plug continue under a new editor.  

If you would like to volunteer to take over the role, please get in touch. In normal
circumstances, issues typically took me 2-3 hours to pull together (though at a push can
be done quicker). It involves pulling together content sent to the inbox, including race
reports, news items, photos, and results. I produce each issue using an email newsletter
platform that is very simple without prior experience (lots of it being 'drag & drop') so there
are no particularly specialist skills required. In an ideal world, it perhaps helps if you have
time to actively seek out new content, and remind/chase people to submit things to inbox.
Although admittedly this is something I've always struggled to find the time for on top of
also putting together each issue. The responsibility is always on the club members to send
in content.  

On the whole, I've aimed for the Plug to have weekly issues, but not always kept to that. It
functions just as well fortnightly, if that is more manageable. Increasingly results are widely
accessible online well ahead of even a weekly publication, and so in some ways the Plug
is most relevant by focusing on race reports & club news. But that is of course up to the
next editor!  

If you are interested in volunteering, or would like more detail about what's involved,
please send me an email.

White Horse 50 
By Cath Dale 

White Horse 50 - 12/9/2020
 
The Milton Keynes marathon and Ultra Trail Wales were two of the casualties of the racing
calendar thanks to CV-19.  So when the White Horse Ultra 50/100 reopened entries, I
jumped at the chance of a Real Race and entered the 50 miler. 9 weeks till race day.
 
The route follows the White Horse trail over the Marlborough Downs, along the Ridgeway,
the Wansdyke and the Mid-Wilts way, mostly off-road on tracks, woods and fields of 7ft
high sweet corn.  I had recced sections with Claire, Ali, Jo and Annabel, which was a
massive advantage as the nav was a bit tricky in some of the less well-trodden parts.
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Race day conditions couldn’t have been more perfect, if a little warm. COVID protocols
were in place for the 100 or so runners with staggered starts from 7am, outdoor CPs,
individual food items and water bottles, social distancing etc. I was feeling rather
undertrained having done only 21.5 miles as my longest run, but wanting to finish strong
(not broken as at Brecon to Cardiff ultra) I targeted 12 hours to finish.
 
It was a great route, however, the modest 1300m elevation made it very runnable and it
didn’t feel right to walk at first. I ran with some amazing ladies; the inspiring and brave
Trinity, an experienced ultra runner and personal trainer, she’d suffered ME for 5 years,
had moved to Spain to change her life and get better, this was her first ultra back; Hayley
who had done MdS and the 6633 Arctic Ultra, a self-supported 380-mile race over 9 days.
I felt like a couch potato.
 
Anyway, not wanting to bore you with the equivalent of other people’s holiday snaps, what
did I learn?
Eat and drink before you need to, bring food that you like to eat
Wear calf sleeves for nettles not to look the part
It’s ok to walk the flats
Bring chap-stick:  I have NEVER had chafing before but this doubles up for other parts of
the body (I won’t say where, suffice to say I didn’t use it on my lips thereafter)
Run your own race
Believe in your training and draw on  past experiences
I am ok with my own company
A smile is free
Don’t run through gardens
Recces are crucial
Take photos
Where were the white horses?
Need a new watch with bigger battery
100 miles definitely doesn’t appeal
 
Two hours from the end my watch was on low battery and I couldn’t view the metrics so it
was a great surprise to finish in 10:49, 4th lady (1st in AG) and overall 19/61 finishers. Felt
fatigued but not trashed, having got off lightly with a sore hip flexor, a black toenail and
some chafing! Fellow TBACer Chris Maxwell only went and won the whole race in an
incredible 7:40!
 
Overall it was a well-organised race and great RDs, Richard (Beyond Marathon) and
Mark, who treat their runners like family (Mark Cockbain is RD of the Tunnel Ultra in Bath
[200 laps of Combe Down tunnel] amongst other masochist events). Highly
recommended.



Swindon Open Meeting 
By Di Viles 

Several TBAC athletes travelled to Swindon for the Mark Cawte Autumn open meeting on
Sunday and had a number of wins and PBs despite the strong wind. 

Alannah Heneghan continued her winning ways, winning the U/15 girls high jump with
1.61, just 2cm below her PB of the previous week at Yate. Toby Baker won his heat of the
800m in 2.12 .43, a new PB, whilst Eleni Francis won her heat of the 200m in 27.47. She
also recorded a new PB in the long jump with 5m36, finishing third. Joe Carter also
recorded aPB in the long jump of 6.03 to finish second and he also finished second in his
heat of the 200m in 23.65. Other PBs were recorded by Sophie Moore in her heat of the
800m in 2.21.3 to finish second and the 1500m in 5.01.94 for 10th place. Other
performances were Zach Walpole in the high jump with 1.50, Gemma Baker in the 800m
in 2.32.40 and Lottie Silverton in the 1500m in 5.28.4.
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